
READ 
John 1:1-18 

STUDY 
There are a bunch of business books written by CEO’s and leaders of large 
multi-national organisations which all tell similar stories….the story goes 
something like this; 
• Plucky start-up company tries something new. 
• Everyone loves this company and it achieves success in selling coffee / 

smoothies / computers / drill-bits 
• As a result of the success, the company grows its offering. It gets more 

complex. It has more product lines. It opens more shops. It invests its 
money in other places.  

• After a period of time customers begin to drift from the company…it is not 
the business which they first fell in love with, and so they wonder off and 
the companies’ profits take a hit.  

• The company tries a bunch of things, none of which really work until 
eventually they bring in a new CEO (the one who will later on write a book 
about their experience) 

• The new CEO looks at the company and says “You’ve forgotten the main 
thing. We need to get back to our roots, to the reason for our existence” 

• Company does this, re-focussing on it’s reason for being, and hey-presto, it 
re-discovers itself! 

Starting with this study, we are going to be walking through the gospel of 
John, reminding ourselves of the main thing, the main person, our reason for 
being…our first love. Jesus.  

It may be that you have not read through a whole gospel before. It may be 
that you have been a christian for a while, but have added on a whole load 
of extra product-lines to your faith and need to refocus on the man they 
called the Christ. Either way, in a moment when our culture is full of 
uncertainty and division, when cynicism and isolation are strong forces 



pulling at our faith, spending time with the Jesus of the bible is going to be 
good for our souls.  

In these first few verses of his gospel (which you probably heard at a carol 
service one time), John is simultaneously trying to do a couple of things.  
Firstly he is trying to introduce a wonderfully holy, mysterious, raw, majestic 
divine being.  
Secondly he is telling us that this intangible holiness was in fact just walking 
down the street, and that he, a normal bloke named John actually saw him 
and spoke with him.  

Eternal and right here right now.  
Holy and human. 
Glorious and yet not immune to tummy aches.  

John (who spent 3 years hanging round with this God-Man) begins the 
account with the famous words “in the beginning…” which immediately 
reminds us of the very first words of the bible. John is linking his story with 
the God of eternity. Not a different one or new one, not a little one or trainee 
one, but the one of the stars and mountains. John is also subtly suggesting 
that everything is about to be made new again.  
“In the beginning was the word…” because the bible starts with a God who 
speaks and whose words create. It was, in Genesis, not the efforts of the 
hands of God which crafted stars with hammer and chisel, but rather the word 
of God which unleashed light and gave birth to life.  

Then John switches. Not only is this person he is going to introduce us to the 
eternal word…he is also light. True light. Bright light. And, as soon as light 
walks into the darkness, the darkness is changed and defeated, whether the 
darkness wants to admit it or not, it has no ability to be victorious over light.  

We still have not met the person of whom John is speaking, but the 
anticipation is rising. In another scene or two, the camera will finally focus on 
the star of the show, but this introduction is whetting our appetite and laying 
out a large canvas on which we will soon be able to paint; with a man who sits 
at tables while also reigning over time, who arrives to challenge the forces of 
darkness and who enjoys speaking life into being.  
Hold on to your seats…this promises to be a crazy ride! 



Read through the passage slowly.  
Sit and ponder it for a few minutes.  
Read it again.  
What do you notice? What jumps out? Does anything challenge you or 
soothe you? 

Sit in the darkness for a few moments. Where can you think of darkness 
being evident in the world and in your life? Now light a candle. How does it 
feel to suddenly be accompanied by light? Pray for those same dark places.  

Our words, though not capable of speaking material things into being, still 
have creative power. Your voice on the end of a phone might speak words 
of life, or encouragement, or forgiveness or compassion to someone else. 
Think for a moment, ask God to drop someones name into your mind…the 
give them a call! 

PRACTISES FROM THE PAGE

CAR-SHARE CONVERSATION STARTERS 
Verse 14 says that “The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us” 
- which aspect of Jesus to you associate most easily with; his eternal divine 
glory or his earthly humanity? 

John immediately wants us to know that the God he is writing about speaks, 
and that these words have power. Have you listened to the voice of God ever? 
How about recently? Do you find this difficult or easy? Is there an area of your 
life into which you would love God to speak? 

Of the passage we have read together, what do you find which brings joy to 
you or excites you? What do you find which confuses or challenges you? 

The descriptive phrase of God being “ full of grace and truth” appears twice 
in the opening to this gospel. What does this mean? And, could the same 
description be applied to you individually or us as a church?


